Prototype: General

Many of these exercises are very short (sometimes just one line).

1. Make a red warning message, but make it initially hidden (style="display:none"). Make a push button that displays and hides it.

2. Make a button that, when pressed, generates a random number (on the client: you can call Math.random() in JavaScript) and inserts it into some span or div element.

3. Make an array of id’s corresponding to textfields or other input elements. Pop up an alert box with each field value in turn. Use “each” and $F.

4. Make an array of id’s corresponding to textfields or other input elements. Make an array of the corresponding field values. Use “map”.

5. Make a function called “insertIntoBlah” that takes some HTML and inserts it into the region called “blah”. This is a one-liner with “curry”.

6. Change “$F” so it prints a log message showing the id and the resultant value. I.e., if you have a textfield whose id is “test” and that contains “some text”, if you do $F("test"), it should print “the value of ‘test’ is ‘some text’” in the Firebug console and then should return “some text”. Use “wrap”.

http://www.coreservlets.com